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Abstract—The need to model visual information with compact
representations has existed since the early days of computer
vision. We implemented in the past a segmentation and model
recovery method for range images which is unfortunately too
slow for current size of 3D point clouds and type of applications.
Recently, neural networks have become the popular choice for
quick and effective processing of visual data. In this article we
demonstrate that with a convolutional neural network we could
achieve comparable results, that is to determine and model all
objects in a given 3D point cloud scene. We started off with a
simple architecture that could predict the parameters of a single
object in a scene. Then we expanded it with an architecture
similar to Faster R-CNN, that could predict the parameters for
any number of objects in a scene. The results of the initial neural
network were satisfactory. The second network, that performed
also segmentation, still gave decent results comparable to the
original method, but compared to the initial one, performed
somewhat worse. Results, however, are encouraging but further
experiments are needed to build CNNs that will be able to replace
the state-of-the-art method.
Index Terms—computer vision, segmentation, 3D reconstruc-
tion, superquadrics, point cloud, deep neural networks, Tensor-
Flow, Keras
I. INTRODUCTION
How can the 3D structure of the visually perceived environ-
ment be represented by a computer? For a robot, it is important
that this information is represented with 3D models, making it
easy for it to navigate and interact with a constantly changing
environment. Applications that require such representation
range from autonomous driving to robot grasping. Up until
now, one of the standard mathematical 3D models for such
representation on a part-level abstraction were superquadrics.
Superquadrics are shape primitives out of which more com-
plex shapes can be built. With the same parametrisation,
superquadrics can take up the shape of several common
geometric bodies (i.e. cuboids, cylinders and ellipsoids). But
the state-of-the-art method for reconstruction of superquadrics
from 3D points requires an iterative minimisation of a non-
linear fitting function and it is consequently much too slow for
most current computer vision applications. Another processing
bottleneck is caused by the abundance of 3D data acquired by
a new generation of 3D sensors and methods, ranging from
Microsoft Kinect to multi-image photogrammetry. The recent
success of Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) methodology
opens up a completely new venue to solve the recovery of
superquadrics from 3D data in real-time.
In this article we will therefore try to demonstrate, using
standard CNN approaches, that the following problems can
be solved:
1) Development of a CNN for model recovery of a single
superquadric. Such CNN should be already directly ap-
plicable for robotic manipulation where data acquisition
often pre-empts the need for segmentation of 3D point
clouds.
2) Development of a CNN for concurrent segmentation and
model recovery of several superquadrics. We will embed
the CNN solution from recovery of single superquadrics
into a larger deep model and develop a training pro-
cedure around the concept of multi-task learning. This
CNN would in principle reproduce the functionality
of the state-of-the-art method but at a much higher
speed and consequently for a much larger data input
capacity, making the new solution relevant for many new
application domains, particularly for applying robots in
unconstrained environments.
The rest of the article is divided into sections as follows: first
we describe the part-level models, i.e. superquadrics, and the
state-of-the-art methods of their recovery. Next, we describe
for which applications are superquadric models typically used
for, and the present state of how CNNs are used for processing
of 3D visual data. Finally, we describe two experiments
that we made (i) development of a CNN for recovery of
single superquadric models and (ii) development of a CNN
for concurrent recovery of several superquadrics. The article
concludes with a discussion of this first attempt of using CNNs
for recovery of superquadrics from 3D data.
II. SUPERQUADRICS AS PART-LEVEL 3D SHAPE MODELS
The mathematical models for perceptual blocks should
represent a wide variety of most common 3D shapes and
most importantly, a reliable method should exist for their
recovery directly from images. Alex Pentland [22] proposed
superquadrics to fill this role of visual blocks due to their
unique parametrisation of a large family of 3D shapes (Fig. 1).
Superquadrics help in reducing unessential bits of information
and enable a higher level of abstraction. We studied how to
determine the proper scale for modelling visual data since the
nature of a scene and the visual goals should determine the
appropriate scale of observations [29]. The expressive power
of superquadrics can be additionally enlarged by applying
global parametric deformations such as bending and tapering
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Fig. 1. Superquadrics are part-level blocks used in computer vision to
assemble more complex shapes. Here are shown four superquadrics
of the same size but with different values of shape parameters 1
and 2 (see Eq. 1). The advantage of superquadrics is that several
common geometric bodies (i.e. cuboids, cylinders and ellipsoids) can
all be represented with the same parametrisation.
[15] or local deformations as an additional layer of details.
Superquadrics can be covered also with photographic texture
since the combination of 3D shape with appearance features
empowers superior recognition—how else to distinguish an
ellipsoid shape as a melon or a coconut? Due to their sym-
metrical shape, superquadrics predict also the self-occluded
side of an object, when the object is seen just from a single
view-point. Despite some initial competition with generalized
cylinders [23], superquadrics prevailed in the long run.
III. THE STATE-OF-THE-ART METHOD OF SUPERQUADRIC
RECOVERY
Pentland’s proposal to recover superquadric from shading
information in 2D intensity images was overly complicated
and not successful in practice. We decided to use as input
explicit 3D information in the form of range images [28].
Range images are a uniform 2D grid of 3D points as seen
from a particular viewpoint.
We were the first to formulate a working method for
recovery and segmentation of superquadrics from range
images, which we reported in a series of articles [17], [28],
culminating in a research monograph [15]. First, we modified
function F :
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to fit a superquadric model to 3D points [28], where a1, a2,
and a3 represent the size of the superquadric model, while 1
and 2 determine its shape (see Fig. 1). All points x, y and z
for which F (x, y, z) = 1 lie on the surface of the superquadric.
Later, we expanded this method, to simultaneously deconstruct
the input range image into several superquadrics, resulting in
a perceptually relevant segmentation [17]. Since the fitting
function is highly non-linear and the segmentation process
is gradually progressing, an iterative procedure could not be
avoided. At the beginning of the process, superquadric seeds
are overlayed on 3D points which can expand in a controlled
fashion, as directed by the distribution of 3D points in their
vicinity; At intermediate steps in the superquadric growth
process, superfluous/overlapping superquadrics are eliminated
to arrive to the final result where for each perceptual part
a single superquadric model is recovered. In this way any
given scene can be segmented only into such parts, that can
be modelled with superquadrics.
IV. WHAT ARE SUPERQUADRICS USED FOR?
Our method of superquadric recovery or derivatives of it
are used for a variety of applications, at present mostly in
robotics for path and grasp planning [34]. The most recent
research citing our method, published in 2018, focused on
3D object recognition in RGB-D images where objects need
to be recognised either for the purpose of being grasped and
manipulated by a robot, or where the entire scene must be
recognised to allow high-level cognitive tasks to be performed
[30]. Part-level description is essential for grasping and han-
dling ob objects of various shapes which Internet retailers and
shipping companies strive to automate at this time [18].
As an example of recent successful use of superquadric
models in a specific application domain serves our collab-
oration with underwater archeologists in 3D documentation
of archeological sites and artifacts [7]. We resurrected our
superquadric related research to model stone blocks and sar-
cophagi on a 2nd/3rd century AD Roman shipwreck near Su-
tivan on island Bracˇ, Croatia [14] and deformed superquadrics
for amphorae [31] from dense 3D point clouds. Such models
can simplify the computation of the volume of the ship’s
cargo and hence it’s tonnage and size and aid the archeolog-
ical interpretation. Cameras mounted on autonomous flying
drones or other autonomous vehicles can via multi-image
photogrammetry quickly collect image data in the form of
dense 3D point clouds over large areas [1]. LiDAR is another
recent technology that can collect huge amounts of 3D points
from the air [37]. The micro structure of the collected 3D
data exhibited as 3D points should be for any interpretation
aggregated into their perceptually relevant macro structure,
that is to clearly delineate what objects or their parts are
contained in the data. There are several standard approaches
to segmentation of 3D point clouds, such as the popular
RANSAC method, that was used, for example, for segmenting
LiDAR data into cylindrical shapes [25]. Recently, symmetry
as one of the gestalt cues that helps in organising visual
information, was used as a grouping principle to segment
objects in 3D point clouds of cluttered scenes [3]. By their
inherent symmetry, superquadrics also detect and anticipate
symmetrical shapes even for the self-occluded parts of a scene.
Owing to this collaboration in the digital heritage domain
we realised that part-level modelling of 3D point clouds is
very much in demand, especially in the light of huge advances
and increased capabilities of capturing 3D data, and that our
superquadric recovery method is not dated. Using this method,
one can localise individual parts in large 3D point clouds or
search for specific shapes. At the same time, however, we
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became fully aware of the major drawback of the state-of-the-
art method of superquadric recovery, which is the slow speed
due to the iterative nature of the process, making it unsuitable
for practically any real-time applications, such as the now all-
consuming problem of autonomous driving [21].
V. CNNS AND 3D DATA
Deep learning methods using CNNs have become an om-
nipresent and highly successful part of recent approaches in
imaging and vision [16]. A CNN consists of several inter-
connected layers between the input and output layers. The
hidden layers of a CNN typically consist of convolutional lay-
ers, pooling layers, fully connected layers and normalization
layers. CNN based computational approach in computer vision
is in general very fast, can cope with large data input, and has
also similarities with the way how our brains are coping with
processing of visual data. The key to successful CNN solutions
is to select a proper network architecture and to set the optimal
values of various internal parameters of the network. This
requires a learning phase where typically a huge number of
examples, together with the correct results, must be presented
to the network. In general, the more training examples, the
more accurate results one can expect. The majority of research
involving deep neural networks uses as input 2D intensity or
colour images to arrive at the output to some identification or
classification of the input image [26].
Like most computer vision research groups these days,
we are collecting experience in CNN research related to
2D image data [5], [6], [10], [19]. Inspired by the success
of the whole CNN paradigm we realised that segmentation
and recovery of superquadrics could be solved much faster
under this new framework. In this project, however, we are
entering the 3D domain which is acutely underrepresented
in the current CNN research, although CNNs have been
already employed to process 3D visual data and use 3D
models. A CNN regression approach was used for real-time
2D/3D registration which was, as superquadric recovery up
till now, traditionally solved by iterative computation [20].
CNNs have been used to estimate the viewpoint direction
of a 3D scene [32]. There has already been some work on
recovering volumetric models using deep neural networks [9],
[27], [35]. Wu et al. [35] are building voxel representations
of objects, called 3D shapenets, from range images and use
CNNs to complete the shape, determine the next best view,
and to recognise objects. Sharma et al. [27] extended shapenets
into full convolutional volumetric auto encoder by estimating
voxel occupancy grids. Grant et al. [9] use CNNs to predict
volumes on previously unseen image data. 3D human pose
estimation using CNNs can be done from monocular video
[38]. Much research effort related to CNNs is directed towards
faces and the use of 3D information in this context. CNNs
are used to estimate face normals instead of standard shape-
from-shading methods [33] or for fitting 3D morphable models
to faces captured in unconstrained conditions [2], [8], [11],
[13]. Object level segmentation of vehicles from urban LiDAR
scans using CNNs has been studied [36]. Large scale LiDAR
scans are usually too large to apply directly standard CNN
models. Downscaling such large scans, on the other hand, can
impact the segmentation and recognition task. Processing of
very large sets of 3D image data with CNNs would require
some intelligent subdivision and parallelization of the task.
There have already been studies on using both intensity images
and depth images in a multimodal deep learning scenario for
object recognition [4].
There is therefore ample evidence by current research that
the marriage of 3D data and models with CNN computational
paradigm is promising but only starting. To our knowledge,
no method exists yet for recovery of part-level volumetric
models, such as superquadrics from 3D point clouds using
CNNs. Therefore, we decided to test this idea using some
standard and pretrained CNN solutions.
VI. CNN-BASED APPROACH TO SEGMENTATION AND
MODEL RECOVERY FROM 3D POINT CLOUDS
Fig. 2. Network architecture used in the described experiments. SqueezeNet
is used as the base model and is connected to the Region Proposal Network
(RPN) which determines possible object regions and Parameter Regressor
network which outputs final predictions as bounding boxes.
A. CNN for recovery of single superquadrics
In the first experiment, we successfully estimated the model
parameters of a single object using some standard CNN
architectures. The database consisted of 100 training and
30 test scenes consisting of 3D points on the surface of
a single superquadric. Each scene was represented with six
orthogonal range images. The CNN network was trained in
12 epochs. Initially, the objects in the scene were spheres of
different diameters. Thus the network had to determine just
the radius of the sphere. With more complex and different
shapes the accuracy of the parameter recovery dropped just
a bit. We tested several different variations of CNN networks
(dropout, weight regularisation, size of completely connected
layers, different optimisation functions, etc.) and measured the
accuracy of CNN results using the Mean Square Error among
recovered and actual parameter values. Among different CNN
architectures that we tested, the best performance was achieved
with SqueezeNet [12].
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6 POGLAVJE 2. PODATKOVNA BAZA
Slika 2.1: Na sliki je prikazan primer nakljucˇne scene. Zgoraj je oblak tocˇk
vizualiziran s programom MeshLab. Spodaj je prikazanih sˇest globinskih
slik, ki jih generiramo iz oblaka tocˇk.
Fig. 3. On top is displayed a test scene for the second experiment, consisting of three 3D point clouds corresponding to three objects, visualized with
MeshLab. At the bottom are six corresponding range images, generated from the six orthogonal views of the 3D point cloud.
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26 POGLAVJE 4. REZULTATI
Slika 4.7: Primeri regij najdenih z RPN.
Fig. 4. Examples of regions, found with the Region Proposal Network (RPN)
in the second part of the study. Green boxes indicate correctly segmented
objects.
B. CNN for concurrent segmentation and recovery of multiple
superquadrics
Next, we addressed also concurrent segmentation and su-
perquadric recovery with a Region Proposal Network (RPN)
and expanded the entire net into a Faster Region-based C N
[24] (Fig. 2). The database for this experiment consisted of
1000 training and 100 test scenes. For common layers we
used the SqueezeNet architecture. Each scene was represented
with six orthogonal range images into which three randomly
positioned and differently shaped superquadrics were inserted
(Fig. 3). In each training iteration we introduced to the network
a single range image, to detect regions. Next, the regions were
combined into batches of size 6, to train the regression network
on all detected regions in batches. We used 10 epochs to train
the network which took over 15 hours of processing time
on a GTX 1080 Ti graphics card with 11GB video RAM.
Training of the network in 10 epochs took on our equipment
over 15 hours. Testing of the network on 100 scenes took
245s or just 0.4s for each range image, thus clearly illustrating
that segmentation and recovery of superquadrics can also be
performed in near real-time. In contrast to the state of the
art solutions, the speed of a CNN solution is independent
of the number of 3D points but only on the dimensions
of the input range images. Fig. 4 shows an example scene
where green boxes indicate correct locations of objects and
red boxes indicate found regions for the topmost object. The
implementation was based on Python, Keras and Tensorflow
libraries.
VII. DISCUSSION
This article describes the first attempt to use CNNs for
recovery and segmentation of 3D models from 3D point
clouds. As a 3D model we selected superquadrics. The unique
superquadric parametrisation, allowing a uniform handling of
most basic geometric 3D shapes (e.g. ellipsoids, cylinders,
cuboids) is a big bonus for a CNN implementation which
can effectively utilize this uniformity. The most important
advantage over the state-of-the-art method of superquadric
recovery is the real-time speed of the CNN solution. This
can make superquadric modelling attractive also for other,
new applications domains where the vision system has to
provide information about the scene in real-time. One of such
active and burning application domains is autonomous driving.
Since this research is at a preliminary stage, we decided to
perform tests initially with some publicly available standard
CNN solutions.
In the first experiment, we focused on developing a CNN
model for evaluating parameters of a single superquadric
model from 3D data using the standard network architecture
VGG16 (Fig. 2). In applications where the method of 3D
point acquisition pre-empts any need for segmentation such a
CNN for recovery of model parameters of a single supequadric
would be quite sufficient. The method would have to be
extended, however, to recover at the same time also the
position and orientation parameters, so that the recovered
model could be placed into a particular position in some
world coordinate system. In the future, we will develop a
CNN regressor trainable end-to-end that which will be able
to regress the superquadric parameters directly from the input
data. The key component for this part will be a robust learning
objective, which will allow us to handle noisy data commonly
encountered in unconstrained environments.
Next, we tackled also the problem of concurrent segmenta-
tion and superquadric recovery with a Region Proposal Net-
work (RPN) and expanded the entire net into a Faster Region-
based CNN. For common layers we used the SqueezeNet
architecture which can be learnt much faster than VGG16.
The results have shown that with CNNs we can achieve a
high accuracy of model parameter reconstruction in nearly
real-time.
In the future other CNN architectures for the common
layers will be tested, for example ResNet. Eventually, our
goal is to develop a CNN solution that is optimal for the
planned task. When designing the CNN models we will build
on the most recent and successful architectural choices from
the literature, such as residual networks, inception networks,
attention networks and similar. That means we will develop
our own specific architecture, generate appropriate database
and use a pretraining paradigm to optimise the outcome.
The issue of the input format for 3D image data should also
be researched more closely. Instead of several range images,
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the input 3D point cloud could be represented with 3D voxels
or with a single cylindrical panoramic range image.
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